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Win Bet - Taunton 14:50 - Zen Master @ 6/1 


Lucky 7 Naps 

Win Bet - Huntingdon 16:40 - Jackthejourneyman @ 4/1 
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Win Bet - Market Rasen 14:10 - Or De Vassy @ 11/8
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You Do Not Have To Bet In Every Race - By Michael Wilding


There’s an interesting phenomenon amongst punters finding their own 
selections. Most bettors feel that they have to place a bet in every race or have 
a lot of action every day.


Why?


Do we need to have a lot of selections every day? Do we need to be able to bet 
in every race to make a profit? No.


So what causes this desire to want to do this? I believe it’s a combination of 
things. The first is a belief that if you have a winning method then it must work in 
every race.


Wrong.


In my personal experience this is very far from the reality. In fact quite the 
opposite is true. I usually find that a method that drives profit under one set of 
race conditions doesn’t work in the same way in all sets of race conditions.


And… this makes perfectly logical sense.


Why would a winning strategy for all weather sprints work in long distance 
chase races. They are completely different races that ask totally different things 
from both a horse and jockey.


So the first thing to remember is not to try and make a single method work for 
all types of races. You should be specialising by looking for the runners that are 
going to be suited to the conditions of the race.


Next then we approach the subject of over-selecting.


Over-selecting actually also covers a number of other areas that we’ll look at in 
future articles, such as rushing selections.


As we’ve decided that we’re going to be looking for horses suited to a specific 
set of race conditions. It follows that we shouldn’t be looking for horses in every 
race unless we have multiple methods of selections.


I often see bettors with a list of twenty or more selections for a day and this tells 
me one thing… they haven’t spent enough time on their selection process.
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Okay I admit, you can make good profits from a high turnover of selections. But 
I’ve never seen a bettor become profitable by doing this. It’s something that 
comes later.


And I think this is primarily for two reasons.


The first is that the edge is generally smaller on a big turnover of selections.


And the second is that the betting psychology is harder with a high turnover 
strategy. You see if you’re betting twenty selections psychology hit a losing run, 
you could bet twelve, fifteen or even more points down in a single day.


If you aren’t used to losing runs then this is a very difficult barrier to break 
through,


Now imagine if you had a week of losing runs. You’re now down a large number 
of units very quickly because your turnover is so high.


And it’s this that most people struggle with, because the majority of people can’t 
cope with seeing a big loss take place very quickly.


That’s why I urge you. If you’re looking for selections in every race using the 
same selection process, or if you’re finding a large number of selections every 
day.


Think again.


Is this actually the way you want to bet?


You may find that only finding a single selection a day suits you better. It’s easier 
to develop, it’s easier to manage, the biggest losing run you can have on a 
single day is… 1.


I would suggest that this approach, starting with a single selection every day, 
suits the majority of punters better than having a large number of selections. It’s 
all-round less stress and easier to maintain and it’s where I would be starting if I 
was not profitable or break even on my betting.


Of course, once you’re making profits, you can then branch out into new areas, 
strategies and more selections.
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This Weeks Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Wales Look Vulnerable To Striking Partnership 

The tedium of the international friendlies continues this week with two matches 
involving British teams that bring together qualifiers and teams that won’t be 
playing in Russia this year. England meet Italy at Wembley and the visitors are 
missing their first finals after playing in 15 successive tournaments. Uruguay will 
be a test for Wales but the two nations can’t meet in a competitive match for at 
least four years. Wales did not qualify for the Word Cup and can only have 
opposition from South America in the 2022 World Cup in Qatar. The Premier 
League has been put on hold for these matches.


It’s one thing to have shooting practice against China who Wales beat 6-0 at the 
end of last week. It was Ryan Giggs’ first match as the manager and Gareth 
Bale broke Ian Rush’s scoring record for Wales. Uruguay are a different kettle of 
fish and in Luis Suarez Wales have a player to cause them problems and 
Edinson Cavani is also half decent. Uruguay are managed by the most 
experienced manager in world football while Wales have a rookie in charge. 
Managerial and striking nous make URUGUAY a good bet at 21/10 with William 
Hill.   


The racing over the early part of the week is ordinary but then it’s the All-
Weather Championships at Lingfield on Good Friday. The day used to be one of 
the few blank ones in the calendar but now the finals are well established and 
attract a bumper crowd to Lingfield. If the racing is interesting and competitive 
the crowds will come out on any day of the week and year. Good Friday is a day 
off work for most people and you can respect the religious significance but still 
provide family entertainment in a location near large areas of population.


The week begins with three jumps meetings and nothing on the All-Weather. The 
trials and qualifying races for the finals have taken place but it's more about 
quantity than quality today. It’s that lull in the National Hunt season between the 
Cheltenham Festival and Grand National meeting. The principle and riches 
fixture is at Taunton where the handicap chase at 4.30 offers a decent prize. 
MUFFINS FOR TEA has the ratings and potential for improvement to be the tip 
at 3/1 with Ladbrokes. 
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